Request for Proposal No. 13-02
Public Safety Video Surveillance Project
Addendum 2
Date Issued: June 4, 2013
The Following Questions and Answers Were Formulated During the Pre-Proposal
Conference and Site Visit On May 29, 2013.

1. The LPR integration to the new IP Video Surveillance system.
a. Who is going to be responsible for the integration piece of interfacing the Vigilant Solutions
database to the new Video Management Software? We prefer the vendor but they can propose
we do it.
b. Who is going to be responsible for the integration piece of interfacing with the Sandy Springs
Police Department to the new Video Management Software? We prefer the vendor but they
can propose we do it.
2. Where is the designated location for the proposed NVR for the system? This question has a few parts
that need to be addressed.
a. Where do you want the server? At the park or in the police station ER (MDF)? That is
dependent upon the solution the vendor proposes.
b. If the server is going to be located at the park, how are we to connect back to the police
departments ER (MDF)? It would have to be a VPN tunnel or a point to point leased line
connection.
c. Storage requirements for the server?
i. Day of Video – 30 days.
ii. Frame Rate – Minimum 20 frames per second per RFP.
iii. Performance requirements – Not sure what this question is about.
3. PTZ requirements
a. How do you want the PTZ cameras set up for operation? Tour, Motion, Time Controlled Tours,
or manual operation? Tour and then controlled manually.
b. Do you have a pixel on target objective with the cameras? How far are you looking to achieve
facial recognition? HD quality. Not sure about the distant for facial recognition. The vendor can
propose a solution.
c. Are fixed cameras achieving the same coverage acceptable? Yes.
4. Light Poles for Camera locations & Wireless

a. Some of the light poles that are to be utilized for the camera layout and wireless connectivity
are GA Power poles; do we have the ability to mount on these poles in the park? We are not
sure if the Georgia Power poles can be mounted.
b. Skate Park Light Poles are on a timer and will not have power after the designated times by the
skate park. How do we plan on providing power to these locations for 24/7 camera operation?
A solution from a vendor for that would be helpful.
5. Power Requirements
a. LPR stations at entry/exit points of park
i. Are we responsible for the power at these locations or is the city going to coordinate to
provide power? We prefer the vendor provide this service. We will certainly help
coordinate any requests to GA Power. If the vendor would prefer the City handle this,
just make sure it is clear in the proposal.
b. Garden Location does not have any local power and will require power for operation, or is Solar
an option for this location? Or can we relocate camera to the road side of the garden for easier
access? A proposal for solar at this location or moving the camera to the road would be
acceptable.
6. Environmental Requirements
a. Do any new poles to be installed as part of this scope to provide a complete system need to
follow any certain guidelines laid out by the city? The city has not adopted any particular
design. However, the pole should blend in with existing poles.
b. In the event power is provided by the installation team, do we have any installation restrictions?
Trenching, Boring, or Aerial installation required? Not that we are aware. There could be a
problem if a vendor proposed doing something where trees would have to be removed.
7. What Video Management Software is Sandy Springs Police Department using? Iron Sky
8. If needed can any of the trees in the park be removed to ensure wireless back haul to the recording
server. Depends, trimming is possible but removing trees is highly unlikely.
9. Under Contractor Requirements – Operational Concerns. The RFP states “Contractor shall provide a tollfree telephone support line for operational concerns that are in addition to the warranty items to
include:
Complete end-user support
Complete remote administration of every aspect of the surveillance system
Remote downloading of images in response to end-user requests

Is this for City of Dunwoody’s downloading and not the Contractor’s downloading?
Please clarify. The Contractor’s downloading.

10. Does the City own the water towers? No, DeKalb County. Do we lease space on the towers? No.
11. Will system be used to expand to other parks? Yes, future potential.

